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dance specialities.
trio, the Lettermen, at 8 :30 in the will return by 9 p.m., in time for
most of the evening's entertainRefreshments and decorations
Wooster High School Gym.
ment.
will be arranged by EKO's, KEZ,
Tickets
First and Fourth Sections.
Afternoon Events
Tickets for the Lettermen convjsi
I
Meanwhile at 2:30 p.m. SaturAlso tentatively planned for the
cert
are $2.00 apiece for students
mammJ
mmwmmiMy"
I
hr, rm
rrn.Minm
day,
skating
events
will
begin on afternoon is sledding at the country
and may be purchased at Snyder
NEW STUDENTS THIS SEMESTER . . . Enjoying a brief respite
the outdoor rink between Wagner club. Hay wagons will serve as
Drug Store, the book store, at the
from Wooster's inundated walks are, left to right: Edward
and Compton Halls.
transportation, and toboggans,
door
or from dormitory represenTrapp, freshman, of Stockbridge, Mich.; Mahmonir Keyhan,
sleds
and cardboard will be protatives.
Faculty men will be opposed by
freshman, of Teheran, Iran; Carolyn Tausch of Cuyahoga
vided.
Falls, freshman transfer from Gettysburg College; and PatUnder consideration as part of a girls' team captained by Linda
rick Gorman, junior philosophy major, of New York City. Not
the weekend's activities is a torch- Davis, and by a men's team led
Food for All
by Doug Keen.
pictured are juniors William Michel and John Shields, sopholight parade from the college to
Trumps, Sphinx, Third and
mores Mary Schroeder and Charles Fossett, and freshman
the high school before the conMerrily Siepert will lead ice Fifth Sections will take care of
Dale Hamalainen.
cert.
games for everyone.
refreshments for sledders. and
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Campaign Readies

Million

Wooster has passed the $8 million mark in its $20 million Centennial Development Program, according to figures
Ivfrrchcover through the end of 1962.
ThV $8 million plus figure represents $7,949,465.41
received imcash gifts since the development program began in September 195o and $703,297.54 in
pledges outstanding.
Of the $20 m7illonr$8 million
has been allocated for new buildings, $7 million for endowment, $2
million for renovation, and $3
million for general operating expenses.
According to G. T. "Buck"
Smith, a director of development,
there are seven major sources of
money in the Centennial Development Program.
1. Alumni The Alumni Fund
has exceeded $100,000 for each of
the past five years. This year's
goal is $160,000 while $250,000
will be the goal in 1966. In addition, alumni also gave $1,050,000
to the Alumni Building Campaign,
$870,000 of which was spent for
renovation of Kauke.
2. Industry and Business This
figure has averaged about $75,000
per year since 1956. Major contributors are Esso, General Motors,
Shell, DuPont, and Ohio firms
which contribute about $35,000 annually through the Ohio Federation
6f Independent Colleges. A major
gift under this category was
$100;000 in 1960 from the Timken
Foundation.

$850,000 has come
from wills during the past six
years, including the Henderson bequest last fall of $400,000. Bequests are a major source of endowment funds.
.

Church Aid

6. Religious groups Approximately $33,000 from the Board of

Christian Education of the Pres
byterian Church and $80,000 from
the Synod of Ohio are received
annual!

Building Funds
3. Board of Trustees Members
of the Board of Trustees have contributed funds for the construction
of Wagner Hall, the Wooster Inn,
the Service Building and Andrews
Library.
4.
This group has
.contributed $1,200,000 during the
Vpast six years, including the Gillespie Professorship and the Harn
Professorship of Physics. The
Friends of Wooster has recendy
been established to unify giving
Non-alum-

ni

DEVELOPMENT
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PROGRAM

V

GIFTS RECEIVED IN CASH: Sent. 1. 1956

--

Business Gives
Wooster in 1962 reecived unrestricted gifts for operating funds
from more busines firms than ever
before, through the Ohio Foundation of Independent Colleges, reports President Lowry.
The OFIC reports 1,547 business
gifts totaling $1,087,835 during
1962. This is an increase of
$82,363 over the previous calendar
year.
Wooster's share of $1,000,000
based on autumn fulltime enrollment was $34,010. Through the
distribution at the end of last
school year, the College had received a total of $323,465 since the
beginning of its affiliation with
OFIC.

vice-preside-
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Year

New Bfttas.

Renovation

Endowment

- Dec. 31.' 1962
Total
for Year

Operating
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57

$

198,547.66

$ 539,317.79

$

$1,115,016.40
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9-1-5-

7-

8-31-58

X

306,172.00

565,921.09

359,440.48

1,231,533.67

17,510.70

429,387.24

1,974,167.00

196,811.601242,129.81

479,576.11

1,015,285.16

265,724.36

280,405.80

424,108.23

1,479,637.34

48,729.50

256,690.01

159,425.78

463,025.99

927,871.28

13,089.85

69,103.92

34,674.68

89,086.11

'
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58
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59

U27.269.06
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9-

8-31-60

9-1-6-

96,767.64
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61

509,398.95

,

9-1-6-

1-

8-31-62

9-1-6-

2-

12-31--

.

62

"

205,954.56
"

Total to
Date
$2,499,974.76 $ 788,329.89
$2,039,385.65
$2,621,775.11
$7,949,465.41
Additional Pledges Outstanding as of December 31, 1962 Included:
Danforth Foundation
$150,000.00
For Endowment
Alumni Building Campaign
153,297.54 For Renovation
Henderson Bequest
400,000.00 For Endowment
Total
703,297.54

Judson La ire Stars

In 'Gideon'

To

In Babcock on Saturday night
folk singers from Oberlin will lead
siinging, while dancing and refreshments will be available downstairs.
Livingston Lodge will be the
location for a twist party, "Wooster
Goes Collegiate," where a Twist
Combo from Canton will provide
entertainment and music from 8 :30
to 12. Peanuts, Pyramids and
Eighth Section are in charge.
Games
Section basketball games will
take place in the afternoon if there
is no ice.
B-B-

all

Dave Pancoast and Merry Lomas

are in charge of the weekend with
artistic assistance given by Kaaren
Henderson, poster designer.

H

Senior Bob Boerum is directing a production of (William Shakespeare's Macbeth
which will be presented in

Dancers Give
'Shoe' Show

the Chapel Saturday evening, Feb.
16.

Although the original intention
was
to present a fully staged ver"Life at Your Feet" sets the
theme for the Orchesis modern sion of the play, Boerum has since
dance show tonight and tomorrow modified the production into a
"dramatic concert version" of
at 8:15 p.m. in the gym.

The performance will present
various aspects of life shown by
the shoes of the people who wear
them, according to Arlene Dingil-ian- ,
of Orchesis. She and
Mikell Kloeters are responsible for
organizing and planning the show.
In some of the dances, the type
of shoes will be emphasized by a
spotlight on a pair of shoes and
in other numbers the dancers will
actually wear the shoes that they
are representing m the dance.
The shoes presenting a point of
departure in the interpretation of
the dances range from Japanese
thongs, bare feet and toe shoes to
work shoes, military boots and
elephant shoes.
The dances, ranging from, solos
to large group dances, include
about 15 Orchesis members. Miss
Nan Nichols is the faculty advisor
for the group.
Admission charge for the program is 25 cents.
d

Hay-rid- e.

Boerum leads flltacheHi'

tine historian who planned to
lecture on campus next week,
has postponed his visit to
Wooster due to illness.

co-hea-

Sixth Section will sponsor the
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Sir Steven Runciman, Byzan-

Foundations The most notable gifts in this area have been
nearly $800,000 received from the
Ford Foundation in 1956, $100,000
for scholarships from die Baker
Foundation in 1959, $100,000 from
the Given Foundation for library
endowment in 1960, and $250,000
from the Danforth Foundation for
a biology chair.
Heading up the entire development program is Mr. Winslow S.
Drummond,
for development. Under him are three
directors of development, Mr.
Smith and Edward Arn with offices
in Centennial Hall and Eben Peek
who works out of Philadelphia. In
addition, Mr. John D. McKee,
former Alumni Secretary, also assists.

5. Bequests

NTENNIAL

RUNCIMAN
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in this area.
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Last year's innovation, the
Late Pers
Indoor Fun
Winter Carnival, will be made The granting of 1:30 late pers
For those who prefer indoor
an annual event with its re will extend the time for the dance
entertainment,
free cocoa and folk
to follow.
newal next week end.
dancing will be available in CompOffering its piece de resis-tenc- e At 6 a.m. Saturday, a car cara- ton, where Stan Wong, Lynn Jaf-feDave Baradas and Rina and
first, the Student Senate van will leave from the rock for Menahem Less will
teach their
will present the nationally known a day of skiing at Mansfield. Cars
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Macbeth.
"The change in plan resulted
from a series of conflicts involving
the use of the limited facilities on
this campus, as well as the inadequate amount of free rehearsal
time we could schedule by the
16th," according to Boerum.
"Since we discovered it would
be impossible to execute a polished
performance of such a complex
play as Macbeth in the time avail
able, we are doing a simplified version which, in its own right, should
prove an interesting and imaginative undertaking," he said.
Acting, Reading
"The play will be a combination
of formal acting and 'dramatic
reading'," Boreum continued. "The
roles of Macbeth and Lady Macbeth will be acted in normal fashion while a 'chorus' of six readers
will play the rest of the parts and
create a partly-narrativd
framework for the
e,

partly-characterize-

two major 'portraits'."

This version of Macbeth will be
presented as an independent student production, under the sponsorship of the Department of English. It is not being produced as
an Independent Study Project, nor
is it in any way connected with a
course requirement.
"It is being presented for the
sheer creative satisfaction of the
participants," said Boeruny "It's
kind of answering the call!"
Boerum will be playing the role
of Macbeth, and Senior Nancy
Winfield will portray Ladv Mac
beth. The six readers will be: David Ramadanoff, Karl Gross, David
Newby, Lizbeth Roman, Jean Muir
and Karen Schell.
Open Show
The performance will be open
to the students, faculty and other
personnel of the college. It will
not, however, be a public occasion.
"There will be no attempt made
to attract a large audience merely
for the sake of numbers," said
Boerum. "We-arpresenting Macbeth for those who have an interest
in Shakespeare, or a desire to see
the play performed."
There will be no admission
charge for the performance, al- though the doors will be closed at
8 o'clock to prevent disturbing
noise by
once the play
has begun.
e

late-come-

rs

9ti Memouam
"The proof of a poet is that his country absorbs

him as affectionately as he has absorbed it.' In
Judson Laire, veteran Broadway and television actor best known the introduction to the 1855 edition of Leaves of
for his role as Father in "I Remember Mama." will be euest star in Grass, Walt Whitman might well have been writing
the Little Theater production of Paddy Chayefsky's "Gideon."
of Robert Frost as he stipulated the qualifications
The play will be presented March 6, 7, 8, and 9 and will be to be fulfilled by the American poet. "If he does
not flood himself with the immediate age . . .
directed by Mr. Allen N. Kepke.
and if he does not attract his own land body and
Tickets go on sale at 1 p.m.
soul to himself and hang on its neck with incomFeb. 25.
parable love . . . and if to him is not opened the
eternity which eives similitude to all oeriods and
Student members of the cast are :
As part of the Library program, locations . . . ": Robert Frost did all these thintts.
Doug Keen, Pete Nielson, Russ an exhibition on the life and works
In a century when men have grown afraid and
Badger, John Weckesser,
Frank of Thomas Mann will be presented so ever more indifferent to other men, Frost faced
Gilbuena, Steve Moran, Earl during the month of February in the mystery of the human condition with as much
uncertainty as did his contemporaries; but in him
Walker, Pete Lawrence, Walter the Library Lecture Room.
Copies of this German novel- there was an integrity of spirit, an acceptance
of
Hopkins, John McCreight, Dave ist's own books and all the works,
the responsibility of being a man, that marks him
Noble, Pete Fabricant;
texts and books to which he con- very nearly unique in his times. Especially in his
lyric and wisely humorous-satirica- l
moods, he reEldon Trubee, Dallas Coughlen, tributed will be on display.
Photographs
writthe
picturing
corded
his
poetry
in
what it means to be a man in
Jeanne Smith, Phyllis Young, Joan
life
er's
will
and
environment
the
suptwentieth
century.
Kara-tinoBrowne, Persis Rogers, Nick
Critics reviewing his last volume, In the Clearing,
Paul Browne, Dan Cryer and plement the written material.
D r .William Schreiber, chair-ma- n spoke often of his "Escapist
NeverAnd perhaps
Joe Berlant
of the German Department, tliat phrase is a iaF more fittinz eoitanh than
1
I
I
t
Judson Laire's most recent roles will hold lectures concerning Mann laureate
or American poet, though these names, too,
have been in "Third Best Sport" during February on Monday, Wed- are his. tie has taken
his road, he has gone his
and as the President in "Advise nesday and Friday at 1:15 p.m. in miles; we are infinitely richer for his journey.
and Consent."
the lecture room.
Thomas D. Clareson

Thos. Mann's Life
Subject Of Display
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As he spoke in the chapel

at the dedication
of Andrews Library last spring.
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'Election Competition
Student Senate President Dave Mortensen's announcefor next year leaves
ment that he will not run for
the field wide open for potential candidates, of which there
are several sophomores and juniors well qualified for the post
of student government president.
Next year will be a crucial year for Wooster' student
government as it operates under a new constitution.
operates best with a loyal opposition and healthy
competition for elective offices. Wooster has not had such
competition for three years. Effective student government
has come in spite of the system, not because of it.
re-electi-

on

Self-governme-

nt

Friday, February 8, 1963

Wooster Peace Corps Volunteers Render
Services From Africa To The Philipines
Seventeen Wooster Graduates serve as physical education instruc
and former students including one tors in lunisia.
trustee are now serving in the
John Bayer teaches English in
reace Corps.
Somalia. In West Africa, Marilyn
Two seniors. Doue Worthinston Hartzell teaches English and hisand Mikell Kloeters, have been ac tory in Ivory Coast, John Levy
cepted by the Peace Corps and teaches English in Nigeria, and
i
Margaret White teaches in Ghana.
plan
to start training in June.
Jack and Angene Wilson are
Serving in Central and South teaching speech, history
and EngAmerica are Chris Dav in Colum lish in Liberia and Terry and
bia as a physical education teacher Jean Sidley teach in Cameroon.
and Larry Jones in the Dominican
Wooster's percentage of graduRepublic as an English teacher and
ates and former students serving in
aide in community development.
the Peace Corps is one of the highMrs. Werner C. Blanchard. who est in the country. Following are
graduated from the college in 1924 the number of volunteers conand has been a trustee since 1956 tributed by a few other schools according to Peace Corps statistics.
is teaching English in the
University of California 233,
of Michigan 67, HarUniversity
In Iran are John Lerov and Rich
vard
University
65, Stanford Uniard Eaton. Both are teaching Eng
versity 60, Michigan State 57, Ohio
lish.
State 25, Oberlin 24, Miami Unilargest
The
erouD is serving in versity 22, Princeton University
various parts of Africa. In Moroc- 17, Kent State 14, Swarthmore 12,
co are Beverly Bowie and Marilyn Ohio Wesleyan 10, Capital 4, MusCharles who are both teaching Eng- kingum 3, Wittenberg 2, Denison
lish. Lee Jennings and Kurt Liske 2, Kenyon 1, Mt. Union 1.
.

Rooming Problems
Tlje College campus may see two new men's dormitories
ready for use by the fall of 1964, should prospective government loans materialize in the next few weeks. Working plans
will then be made as soon as such loans materialize, the
thought behind which will have a great influence upon the
character of the future life of the College men. To inform
all men of the present plans and of our opinion we include
this discussion.
One plan would call for two dormitories each with three
units, or sections, of 48 men each, (either in the present
Kenarden vertical style or on a floor basis). A separate lounge
for each unit would be located on the ground floor. Kenarden
would be modified and converted to a freshman dormitory
along with Andrews. Douglass would become a common dormitory for men of all three upper classes and any or no section.
Use of Livingstone and possibly Crandell House or Westminster Cottage by sections leaves only about 30 students who
might live off campus. Long range plans call for a third men's
dormitory to accommodate a slight increase in enrollment
and replace Livingston and other cottages.
We do realize the benefits to campus life of a predominantly resident college, yet we believe that the wisest solution
would be one of enough flexibility to accommodate the varying preferences of individuals. Forty or slightly fewer men
in each section would be preferable to the presently con-

Head Operator Explains
College Phone System
5f

&

sidered 48.
Forty would be a large enough number to maintain unity
for the larger sections and yet small enough to suit the smaller
sections.
roommates in common dormitories
be
would not
as rare. Section membership would tend to be
less exclusive and some of the vicious
strife in
black-bal- l
sessions inherent in plans for larger resident sections could be avoided. Seventy men, or thereabouts, could
still choose to live off campus.
That the administration has such considerations in mind
and is willing to hear all suggestions is heartening. We hope
that the desires for strong sections and a resident college are
not carried to extremes.
Mrs. Treva Hensel
In light of the extreme importance of this entire matter,
we call for the Men's Association to schedule a discussion
by Anne Grigsby
Sixteen city trunks nine incoming, seven outgoing are availwithin the following week open to all campus men.
A visit to the glassed-icollege able for
college use. Across camWe are not trying to force anyone's hand. We do wish, switchboard office in Lower Galpin
(or
pus
rather beneath campus as
however, to see this most urgent matter considered
is enough to make a student reunderground cables) 178 lines
Inter-sectio- n

Editor's Note; The following description of the Peace Corps is
the first in a series of articles hv Wooxtpr ernAiuitj
students who are serving as Peace Corps Volunteers. Jack and,
Angene Wilson, both '61 graduates, are teaching in a mission
school in Suehn, Liberia after training last summer at the Uni-- .
versity of Pittsburgh. Angene, who edited the 1959-6Voice,
wrote this first contribution.
0

WUai 9I Peace 6&m&?
Peace Corps is involvement with a people in a country.
It is the woman with wrinkled groundnut-browface and faded head
tie and sagging breasts which have fed 14 children, all dead.
She grins toothlessly when you say "Ma-ke- "
or "Good Day." It
is the mud house where she lives and the mortar and the rice
fanner leaning against the house.
It is the Ghanian taxi driver who speeds past the slowly-risinexecutive mansion and the
electric lines and who says
at the end of your ride: "We have Peace Corps in Ghana, too."
It is the washwoman who can't comprehend you come from across
the ocean and the schoolboy who wants to learn to drive the
"Peace Corps" jeep.
It is telling about Mansa Musa's pilgrimage to Mecca in 1324 accompanied by brocade and
servants and 80 loads
of gold to the Baptist descendants of that great Mali emperor.
And it is watching blue and white uniformed seventh graders
act out the spider story as part of a study of African literature.
The greedy spider wanted to go to two feasts so he had each
party tie a rope around his waist and asked each to tug the rope
when their feast was ready. Unfortunately both tugged at the
same time and now Ambullah who plays the spider writhes as
his waist is squeezed to the narrow waist of the spider today.
It is the glow in an
old fifth grader's eyes as he talks about
Sir Rola who died for his leader Charlemagne. "My grandfather told me about Gola warriors like him. So brave," he says
admiringly. It is also the pain in a sick baby's eyes. The baby's
tongue is so swollen it cannot cry when Mother Mae, doctor to
hundreds, injects penicillin.
It is frustration with the washwoman who scrubs off buttons and the
child who leaves a new book in the rain and the student who
memorizes Venice but can't think why cities are the home of
civilizations. It is being patient with people; and cockroaches
and rain .and dust . . . but the red dust is good ; it covers all
and makes blacks and whites the same even on the outside.
Peace Corps is learning, teaching, growing, giving in connection with
a vague yet concrete idea that men are meant to know each other
and respect each other and maybe in a far-of- f
day love each
other.
n
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Wooster's Centennial campaign has passed the $8
MILLION mark, according to most recent figures. See story
on page 1; cols.
"Papa" of "I Remember Mama" comes for the Little
Theatre production of GIDEON. 1;2.
A Wooster alumna in the PEACE CORPS writes her impression of her work. 2;
Ode to an I. S. CARREL. Editor's Notebook. 2; 6.
A NEW THEATRE BUILDING is one step closer to reality.
4; 2.
Charlie Ritter relates SHAKESPEARE to SPORTS in Toedt-man- 's
"Warming Up." 5;
,
BILL GRIBBLE gets mentioned in basketball story. 5;
What DAY IN HISTORY would you relive, parity raid or
Babe Ruth's famous home run? 6;
1--

3.

5-- 6.

1--

2.

3-- 6.

1--
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News Of Interest In This Weeks Voice

consider his complaints next time
connect 270 telephones to the Galhe gets cut off.
pin switchboard.
With head college operator, Mrs.
In the back room located beTreva Hensel, as a guide, he behind the switchboard office are
comes acquainted with or rather,
eight giant batteries, ready for
confused by miles of varicolored
emergency use in case of a power
wire, thick colored "cord pairs," failure.
bars, relays, bays and batteries.
Dust Interferes
Since the "cut-over- "
on Aug.
11, Mrs. Hensel explains, new
Dominating this room is a steel
equipment and procedures have and glass cabinet full of bays,
made service slow. The innovations which are sections of bars and reshould prove worthwhile in the lays to complete the connection
between speakers. A speck of dust
future, however.
in these huge cabinets can cut off
Beginning Problems
or
telephone mes"I know service was terrible at sages.
the beginning of school," she reCabinet Additions
marks. "But we were grateful that
i
students were very patient."
The cabinet, installed this AugShe attributes the problems to ust, will receive additions which
possible faulty wiring and the dif- will necessitate knocking out a wall
of the lower Galpin room when
ficulty of learning the cord-pai- r
system, a procedure involving the three proposed buildings, with
twice as much work for the opera- their 33 phones are completed.
"In my 10 years as a college
tor.
The town of Wooster is serviced operator I've never found the job
by the Ohio Central Company, an boring," comments Mrs. Hensel.
"We feel as if we're one of the
independent firm with controlling
principal
connections between the
company headquarters in Lima.
college and the public," she said.
According to manager William
C. Fritz, the company serves more
rural subscribers than does any
one of Ohio's other independent
telephone companies.

WOOSTER

Fewer Operators
The local company does not
have as many operators, servicers
and circuits as a larger company,
such as Ohio Bell, could provide.
Averaging approximately six
party line phones for each private
line, the town of Wooster made
32 million local calls last year.
The local company rents telephones to the college for $1.50!
month, a
charge.
Ohio Central also owns the
seven
phones on
campus.
state-approve-

coin-operate-

d

THEATRE

Robert Kennedy Speaks
To Congressional Club
"I had

a helluva time getting through college myself,"

the young man behind the big desk sympathized.
The speaker? The Attorney General of the United
States rtobert Kennedy, iriis audience t More than 20 mem
oers ot tne L.oneressional Uub
of the Colleee
of Wooster who
c
spent Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday between semesters in Washington, D.C., engaging in a series
of interviews with numerous government officials.

The interview with the Attorney
General, held in Mr. Kennedy's
huge office on the fifth floor of the
Justice Department building, concluded the three-davisit. Mr. Ken-ned- y
commented on topics ranging
from civil rights to Cuba to labor
legislation, answering questions on
an individual basis for 45 minutes.
Other "big name" personalities
met by the Congressional Club included Ted Sorensen, Special
Counsel to the President; Pierre
Salinger, Presidential Press Secretary; Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare Anthony J.
e
Senators Herman
Jacob Javits
and John Tower (R.-Te;

High on the list were the Mona
Lisa at the National Gallery of
Art, National Archives, Library of
Congress, Senate and House Ses.
sions, Smithsonian Institute, Lincoln Memorial, Washington Monument, an dvarious embassies.

Editor's Notebook

y

by The Editor
Editor's Note:

This is a column
but. unconfirmed news items and for other
news. Contributions will
be accepted. If requested, the
identity of the source will, under
no circumstances, be revealed.

for
off-be-

well-substantiat-

ed

at

Indications are that Miss Peters,
Director of Dormitories, is concerned about Scotch tape being
used by professors on their office
doors in Kauke. She is considerSpeaker of the House of Repre- ing a new device on which professors may post notices.
sentatives John McCormack; Congressman Hale Boggs; former ambassador to Russia Llewellyn
The college will receive 40 per
Thompson ; several members of the cent of all receipts from
use of
Ohio Republican delegations to the four new
pool tables in KenCongress including Frank T. Bow, arden recreation room.
Robert Taft, Jr., Clarence Brown,
William McCullough, Frances BolCredit for the following "Ode ot
ton, Oliver Bolton, andWilliam
Ayres; and represertfaTivesof the an I. S. Carrel" goes to Liz Sloan:
Back to the womb
Central InMligence Agency, Peace
Enclosure from gloom,
Corps, Departments of Commerce,
Replacement for tomb
Agriculture, Treasury and State,
Rebirth not till June.
Pentagon, and House Rules Com,-mitteCele-brezz-

e;

Tal-madg-

(D-Ga.- ),

(R-N.Y.-

),

x)

e.

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

Tony Curtis
Yul Brynner
in

TARAS BULBA"

y
The interviews, during which
time members had an opportunity
to ask the individuals questions
on a wide variety of issues, lasted
from five minutes with Sen. Javits
who took time from an exhausting
debate over the Senate filibuster
rule to over one hour with Mr.
" "
Sorensen.

Individuals closely connected
with the $20 million Centennial
Development Program consider
$15 million "clearly attainable"
by 1966. The final $5 million will
be the "ultimate challenge."
However, such individuals are
quick to point out that 'because
60. percent of the 10 years have
In addition to individuals, few passed and only 40 percent of the
of Washington's other tourist at- funds have been raised, it is not
tractions escaped a visit from at correct to assume that the camleast some members of the club. paign is way behind schedule.
"

SUNDAY thru WEDNESDAY

d

Sophia Loren
Anita Ekberg
"BOCCACCIO 70"
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Senate Seeks

Pelititiaa

Economic liberty might be called a twentieth century
necessity which is often attacked by nineteenth century Marxian
criticism and has been defended from these attacks both then
and now by eighteenth century ideas harking back to Adam
bmith and John Locke. If liberty
is to remain a vital and workable The corporation is an economic inconcept it must be defined and stitution. Its form of organization
practiced in terms' that have rele- is a hierarchy. Its natural role is

Those who defend liberty according to Adam Smith's arguments either fail
to realize or

For 'Fever Day'

The 20th century has experi
enced a capitalist revolution which
has been described by Adolph
Berle, Jr. The freely competitive
economy of Adam Smith's time
has become dominated by three
major institutions the state, the
labor union, and the corporation.
The development of the technique of mass production has al
lowed for the development of the
large corporation to fill the demand for high mass consumption.
The large corporation has become
the dominant economic institution
in our society. The economies of
scale have encourage the formation
of oligopolies while anti-trulaws
have largely discouraged extreme
monopoly only.
st

Can economic liberty be defended in this new context? Can
the corporation give us the economic goods we want and still
leave a basis for liberty? Is the
corporation of today what the individual firm was in Smith's day?

Dow Offers

Job

An eight week Congressional
internship in the office of Congressman Frank T. Bow has been made
available to any male, Republican
junior at Wooster.
Application forms for the job
which will pay $50 per week may
be picked up at the Institute of
Politics office, Kauke 15, next week.
Congressman Bow, who represents the district including Wooster, announced the job opportunity
this week. Selection will be made
by the college.

w

V

t

."

The choir will sing "Mass in G
Minor" by Ralph Vaughan-Wil-liamThis is the third appearance
of a Wooster music group on the
Campus Concert program this
year.

Students will have to find an
alternate plan to replace Spring
Fever Day in future years.
It was revealed at Monday's

Senate meeting that the faculty,
after discussing student petitions
to reconsider its previous action,
had narrowly defeated the student
to seek to earn profits. This role,
proposal.
however, tends to subordinate the
In addition, the Senate also depreservation of liberty to the profit
motive. If liberty is to be pre- cided that the sole function of next
served, the corporation must, with- year's Academic Board will be the
in a democratically organized so- administration of the Honor Code.
ciety, assume an unnatural role of A separate group, the newly-create"curriculum
a social and political institution
as well with a sense of social re- committee," will take over the
sponsibilities. This includes a con- Board's other functions.
sideration of the effect of the acMembers of both bodies will be
tions of the corporation on in- appointed from student applicants
dividuals, on communities, and atter the next
spring elections.
on the economy as well as on the
The present Academic Board, led
corporation itself.
by chairman Jean Muir. reported
Corporations not only must but Monday night that they have been
are doing this. Heads of some of unable to deal with many problems
our corporations are becoming in- because of the time required to
creasingly aware of their new role clarify and administer the new
in the economy and in society. It Honor Code.
is a role which makes economic
The Board has renewed the sysliberty a realistic concept at a
tem of faculty evaluation questiontime when large institutions seem
naires this year, as well as receivto preclude its practicality.
ing administrative approval of a
four-da- y
"reading period" before
final exams, begining next fall.
Other questions, to be dealt with
by the new committee, include the
possibility of an open I. S. file in
the
library, Sunday study facilities,
Three grants have been made by
the National Science Foundation and uses for the new television
to Wooster to support scientific re- equipment in Scott Auditorium.
search.
d,

six-memb- er

Smith's basic assumption of a
freely competi.
tive economy in
which n o one
firm or individual could influence supply or
demand sufficPope
iently to alter the
prevailing level. This is hardly
the case now.

Westminster Choir of Westminster Presbyterian Church will be
heard Sunday at 5:30 pjn. on
radio station WJR, Detroit, on the
weekly program, "Campus Con-cert-

Alternate Plan

by Jim Pope

vance to our 20th century society
and culture.

Choir Sings Mass

Science Profs Get
Research Grants

s.

A tune will also be dedicated
in honor of Wooster on "Sig's
Show" heard on WGN radio,
from 11:05 midniVht nn
Monday, Feb. 18.

Chi-casr- o,

r

i

HUT
CARNEGIE

Violinist's Program
QUARTET

STRING

. . . members of the musical
group performing Monday night are left to right Allen Ohmes,
Michela Spivakowsky, Stein Mallow and Aaron Juvelier.

Spans 300 Years

A recital featurine music in two
parts will be presented by Michael
uavis, violinist, and Daniel Winter, pianist, Sunday night at 8:15
The Carnegie String Quartet will present a concert on Monday in Memorial Chapel.
at o:io in me memorial Lnapel.
The program of familiar and
Featuring Allen Ohmes. violin: Miopia Snivfllr nxtfclrv vinlin unfamiliar music
consists of com- Barbara Stein Mallow, cello; and Aaron Jubelier, viola, this quartet positions covering a
span of 300
as receivea recognition lor sim
years.
plicity in its approach to music.
The Sonata for violin and'cnn.
For their Wooster concert the
tinuo by Johann Walther composed
Quartet will play Beethoven Quar- In
of several short closelv-linke- d
tet No. 11 in F Minor, opus 95;
Four members of the Scot Sym movements is an early example of
Walter Piston Quartet No. 1; and
or
Debussy Quartet in G Minor, opus phonic Band participated in the writing i the violin in two parts.
Ohio Intercollegiate Band Festival
10.
Cesar Franck's Sonata, a work
at the University of Akron during of four movements rich in mdnAv
Tickets for this performance are
the weekend ot semester break.
and harmonic invention, is a pro
on sale at the bookstore and in
Participants
from
Scot
the
Band duct or tne romantic period.
the Music department for 50c if
were trombonist Stan Ryberg;
bought bet ore Monday. All tickets
Followine this will hp. the. thrpp
Ken Hook ; hornist John
trumpeter
sold at the door will be $1.00.
Ragan; and flutist Karen Chenev. Paganini Caprices which- - although
Dr. Stuart Ling, director of the they are of no significant musical
Scot Band, assisted with the Satur aepui, are lull of violin virtuosity.
day auditions.
Ending the recital will h the.
This 85 piece band consisted of Prokofiev Sonata in F minor. The
a full schedule of concerts top college musicians selected by
lyric movements and sardonic wit
planned before it goes on tour their respective
music directors. that made Prokofiev the "enfant
over spring vacation.
Richard Franko Goldman, leader terrible" of the Soviet musical
Goldman Band, scene are heard in this composi
The chorus will sing in Newark of the
conducted.
and Coshocton, Ohio, on Sunday
tion.
Organized in 1929 by Professor
and on Feb. 24 in Cincinnati and
e
Dayton. On March 24, just before Arthur Williams of Oberlin
and
the
band's
secpermanent
their tour, they will hold traditional concerts in two churches in retary, the Ohio Intercollegiate
Band has been conducted by many
Parma and Cleveland.
band directors. Since
The high point of the tour it- its founding, the festival has been
self, beginning March 29, the first held at 15 Ohio colleges and uniday of spring vacation, will be versities.
SLIM-FIT- S
Washington, D. C, with several
The musicians meet on Fridav
concerts in various Pennsylvania evening and rehearse Saturday and
towns on the way both to and from Sunday. Sunday afternoon they
Washington.
give a concert.

Siring Quartet Gives Show

Scots Participate
Band Festival

Glee Clubs Schedule Concerts

sum of $7,600 was granted
over two years to support research
on "Hydroxamic Acid Complexes
The Men's Glee Club, directed
of Transition Metal Ions," under
by Mr. Karl Trump, will sing a
direction of Dr. Donald Tarr of
joint concert with the women s
the chemistry department.
Chorus of the College of Saint
Both chemistry and biology de- Mary of the Spnngs, Columbus,
partments will continue research Ohio, at 3 p.m., Sunday, Feb. 17.
Foundation-Undergraduat- e
Each group will present selec
on National-Scienc- e
Research Participa tions from their touring programs,
tion grants this summer, for the and will join for a performance of
fifth year. Drs. John Chittum,
Foure's "Requiem," under the diry
Haynes, Theodore Williams ection of Mr. Trump.
and Tarr will direct one student
Tickets at Merz
each in chemistry projects over 10
Tickets are on sale at Merz Hall
weeks this summer, on a grant of at $1 for students who would like
$7,600.
to attend the concert, to be held
Dr. Chittum's and Dr. Haynes' in the Erskine Theater on the
work is in synthetic organic chem- campus of Saint Mary's.
Before leaving on their spring
istry; Dr. Tarr's in complexes in
the Glee Club will give contour,
inorganic chemistry, and Dr. WilCircleville, Troy, and
in
liams' on some acid base equili certs
Ohio; and in Punxsutawney
bria in selected titrations.
and Vandergrift, Pa. The home
In the biology department Dr. concert is March 22 in Westminster
Donald Wise will be assisted by Chapel, one week before the tour.
two students in work on overcom
Girls' Chorus
ing alcohol toxicity and Dr. AndThe Girls' Chorus, under the direw Weaver will have one assistant
rection of Miss Eve Richmond, has
in studies on insect muscle histology, on a grant of $4,200.
PATRONIZE
A

Le-Ro-

--

well-know- n

Col-leg-

well-know- n

.

Ur-ban- a,

for Compton and Wagner Halls

OUR

Julie Fooe Exhibits IS Art Project
A resident of St. Louis, she
Bright colors and the new techniques of using a palette knife to plans to paint in Boston until next
spread water colors characterize year, when she will enter art
Julie Foote's Independent Study school.
project in Art.
Among the paintings are several
Fifteen of her paintings will be impressionistic treatments of still
in the Josephine Wishart Museum life subjects and city street scenes.
through next week.
Although several paintings, such
The display opened last Sunday as "Three Cherries"
in bright red
with an afternoon reception.
and greens, make use of bright
A January graduate, Miss Foote colors, blues, browns and greens
studied at the Sorbonne and Ecole predominate in others, such as
de Louvre in Paris last year.
"Evergreens" and "Underbrush."

AGENTS WANTED

ADVERTISERS

Nadelin's Restaurant

Catering Service

&

Valentine's Weekend Special
CHOICE BROILED SIRLOIN STEAK
1
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$3.89
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FOR VALENTINE'S DAY
3
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Rugged

T
Phone

Delivered to the Dorm or
Sent by Wire to the Girl Back Home
i'

To

Open 24 Hours a Day,

$4.25

Twill
JEANS
262-404- 5

Washable

7

Days a Week

$4.95
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Order Simply Call
START

WOOSTER FLORAL
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PLANNING NOW FOR YOUR SPRING PARTIES.
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Phone
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Furman Heads
Radio Station;

Jacobi Assists
Chuck Furman replaced Ralph
Jennings as Station Manager of
the college radio station, WCW,
's
and Peggy Jacobi took over
former position of Assistant
Manager at the beginning of February.

by Mike Stott

lliliipiifi1

H

3,

!

3

e.

WCW.

00

ter) 2:28.8 2. Kenworthy (Wooster)
2:38.8 3. Sawyer (Akron) 2:40.0
400 yd. freestyle relay: 1. Wooster
(Pope, Dunlap, Leech, Harley) 3:40.8
2. Akron (Washer, Coleman, Malcolm,
Pete Boggs) New school record Old
record by same men (3:41.8) Dec. 15,
1962

Muskingum 52, Wooster 43

es

Furman's new responsibilities
include correspondence with networks such as the Canadian Broadcasting Company and British
Broadcasting Company, whose material is recorded by means of a
short wave receiver and used on

5-70-

pool and school record in covering
the 100 yard course in :52.4.
Other records went to Ged
Schweikert in the 200 butterfly,
Gerry Meyer in the 500 yard free,
and Dick Doerr in the 200 individual. Ted Malcolm swiped two
firsts in the 200 and 500 yard free-stylfor the Zips.
The Scots' next action will be
at home on Thursday when perennial conference champion Kenyon
invades the Severance pool. Meet
time is 4:00.

The Scot swimming team
squared off with Muskingum in
Severance Natatorium this afternoon in hopes of avenging an earlier loss to the Muskies, 53-4at
Muskingum.
On Wednesday Wooster mermen
traveled to Ohio Wesleyan where
they absorbed their third defeat
in six outings.
The Scots fell victim to host
Muskingum 52-4on Jan. 11 as
11 pool and school records were
set. Wooster's Dick Doerr claimed
Wooster 56, Akron 30
a new Scot record in the 160 yard
400 yd. medley relay: 1. Wooster
individual medley and a new pool (Riggs, Doerr, Schweikert, Pope) 4:00.3
record in the 200 yard breast-strok2. Akron (Paul Boggs, Sawyer,

V

Fur-man-

Peggy is now in charge of programming and is chief supervisor
of staff members.
Peggy, a junior, and Chuck, ea
senior, are both speech majors.
Each night's program is supervised by five members of the WCW
staff. Allen N. Kepke is adviser to
the staff of about 30 members.
WCW's situation is unique in
that it has no transmitter of its
own, but broadcasts through the
FM facilities of the local station.
This arrangement gives WCW the
advantage of having a greater coverage than any other college radio
station in Ohio and an average
audience of
people each
night.
WCW is in operation Sunday
through Thursday evenings from
7:00 to 9:00 p.m.
The college radio station, an exclusively educational station, is in
its 14th year. It operates with
funds alloted to it by the department of speech.
One of several unusual projects
undertaken this year is a series of
four half-hou- r
programs of "Campus Concerts" for WJR in Detroit.
These programs include tapes of
various campus musical activities.
A short portion of the program
is devoted to information about
the college.

Friday, February 8, 1963
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Chuck Furman

and Peggy Jacobi check

bulletin board for radio programming on college station.

Noble Heads Fund Campaign
For Theatre, Speech Center
Plans have been completed for
a campaign to raise $1,300,000 for
a new theater and speech center for
the college.
According to Donald E. Noble,
president of Rubbermaid Inc., and
a member of the Board of Trustees
of Wooster, $500,000 of this will
be raised in Wayne County. Mr.
Noble is general campaign chairman.
The new building will house not
only a theater but also speech
therapy clinics which will be available to children with speech difficulties.
"Our present theater is actually
the auditorium of an old prep
school, with limited seating, poor
ventilation, and makeshift facilities in just about every respect,"
Mr. William Craig, head of the
speech department, told a Wooster
audience recently.
The Wayne County campaign

make the most
"our summer

will begin March 1 and will be
concluded by April 30.
"By April 30, we hope to have
the money needed so this project
can move ahead as rapidly as possible toward actual construction
and use of these facilities," Mr.
Noble said.
Architects for the theater and
speech center are Spahn and
Barnes of Cleveland. The building
will front on University St. across
from Taylor Hall with
parking on Pine and Bever Streets.
off-stre-

et

Smith, Pete Boggs) 4:08.2
New Pool
and school record Old record held by
Junior freestyler Sid Leech Wooster (Spierling, Doerr, Schweikert,
picked up the other record for the Harley) Feb. 17, 1962
Scots by covering the 500 yard
200 yd. freestyle: 1. Malcolm (Akron)
2:03.7 2. Leech (Wooster) 2:04.0 3. Colfreestyle in 6:04.7.
lins (Wooster) 2:09.4
Muskie Bill Quiggan set two in50 yard freestyle: 1. Harley (Woosdividual marks in the 200 yard ter) :23.6 2. Dunlap (Wooster) :25.1 3.
free, a pool and school record, Smith (Akron)
200 yd. invitational medley: 1. Doerr
one in the 100 yard free, a school
mark, and capped the afternoon (Wooster) 2:18.7 2. Paul Boggs (Ak3. Randolph (Wooster) 2:31.5
by anchoring the 400 yard free- ron)
New school record Old record by
style relay which set a new pool Doerr (2:18.9), Feb. 24, 1962
and school standard.
No Diving
The meet was nip and tuck all
200 yd. butterfly: 1. Smith (Akron)
the way in the murky Muskie pool 2:24.5 2. Schweikert (Wooster) 2:26.7
with the outcome not being de- 3. Pleune (Wooster) 2:37.0
cided until the final event, the 400 New school record Old record by
Schweikert (2:28.6) Jan. 8, 1963
yard freestyle, in which the New
100 yd. freestyle: 1. Harley (Wooster)
Concord contingent barely nosed 52.4 2. Pope (Wooster) :55.3 3. Coleout the Scots.
man (Akron) :57.8.
New pool and school records Old
The appearance of freshman
school
record (:53.6) by Harley Dec.
Dave Lazor on the diving board
15, 1962-O- ld
pool record (:52.8) by
was a welcome sight for the Scot Bank of Baldwin-WallacFeb. 24, 1962
tankers as Lazor copped a third 200 yd. backstroke: 1. Paul Boggs (Akplace, less than four points out of ron) 2:21.4 2. Riggs (Wooster) 2:23.1
3. Folden (Akron) 2:36.4
first.
500 yd. freestyle: 1. Malcolm (Akron)
After exams the Scots evened 5:48.1 2. Pete Boggs (Akron) 5:54.5 3.
their season record at
when Meyer (Wooster) 6:03.6
they traveled to Hiram on ThursNew school record Old record by
day, Jan. 31, and soundly spanked Leeech (6:04.7) Jan. 11, 1963
200 yd. breastroke: 1. Doerr (Woos
the host Terriers 66-2A sparse audience saw Wooster
e,

2-- 2

Scot Debaters Place
Sixth In Tournament
Wooster debaters placed sixth
among more than 25 teams entered
in the Marshall Wythe Debate
Tournament held at Williamsburg,
Va., between semesters.
Dave Petersen and Rich Eppley
representing the affirmative and
Dave Noble and George Lyons the
negative won nine and lost five

5.

400 yd. medley

relay: 1. Wooster
(Riggs, Doerr, Schweikert, Pope) 4:12.4
2. Muskingum
(Purdum, Lindeman,
Wessley, Dadd) 4:29.2
220 yd. freestyle: 1. Quiggan (Mus2. Fulton (Muskinkingum) 2:08.1
gum) 2:08.2 3. Leech (Wooster) 2:08.3
New pool record, new school record
for Quiggan
New Wooster school record Old record by Leech 2:18.4, Mar. 3, 1961
60 yd. freestyle: 1. Harley (Wooster)
:30.3 2. Dadd (Muskingum)
:31.1 3.
Dunlap (Wooster) :31.6
160 yd. individual medley: 1. Doerr
(Wooster) 1:49.2
2. Kerr (Muskingum) 1:53.4 3. Zimmerman (Muskingum) 1:58.6
New Wooster school record-O- ld
record by Dick Doerr 1:54.0 at Muskingum Dec. 16, 1961
Diving: 1. Stoneberg (Muskingum)
57.10 2. Mcllvaine (Muskingum) 55.50
3. Lazor (Wooster) 53.25
200 yd. butterfly: 1. Kerr (Muskingum) 2:34.1 2. Schweikert (Wooster)
2:34.2 3. Wessley (Muskingum) 2:44.8
100 yd. freestyle: 1. Harley (Wooster)
:56.0 2. Quiggan (Muskingum) :56.1
3. Pope (Wooster)
New Muskingum school record
200 yd. backstroke: 1. Purdum (Muskingum) ' 2:30.6
2. Riggs (Wooster)
2:31.7 3. Williams (Muskingum) 2:37.0
New Muskingum school record
500 yd. freestyle: 1. Leech (Wooster)
2. Zimmerman (Muskin6:04.7
gum) 6:15.5
3. Meyer (Wooster)
New pool record
6:23.8
New
Muskingum record for Zimmerman
New Wooster record, for Leech Old
record 6:09.3 by Leech Jan. 8, 1963
200 yd. breaststroke: 1. Doerr (Woos2. Linderman (Muskinter) 2:32.8
gum) 2:39.1 3. Mcllvaine (Muskingum)
New pool record
2:49.6
400 yd. freestyle relay: 1. Muskingum
(Fulton, Dadd, Kerr, Quiggan) 3:45.4
2. Wooster
(Pope, Dunlop,
Leech, Harley) 3:47.0
New
Muskingum pool and school record

take nine firsts, five seconds, and
two thirds, to Hiram's two firsts,
five seconds and six thirds. Double
winners Al Harley and Dick Doerr
by Mike Stott
provided the impetus for the strong
Scot attack.
The Delts took their time TuesDoer flashed home first in the day afternoon in downing a game
200 individual medley and the 200 Second unit 45-4running like the
yard breaststroke while Harley cap- amous miler Ron Delany only
tured the 50 and 100 yard
when they had to.

Dehs Top Second,

45-4- 1

.

meshed 27 against Eighth in leading Beta to a 50-3victory.
With just the barest returns in
for the young Douglass season,
Colonial-Crandahave moved into
first and look to be the team to
At half time the score stood 14- - beat. In a scoring dual, Jim Poff
University of Richmond and
Last Saturday, a packed house in 14 and Second never trailed by pumped in 29 points as his Section
William and Mary tied for first Severance thrilled to a 56-3troun- more than six most of the second E team lost to Rod Dingle and Secplace in the tournament.
cing of Akron. Seven pool and half and then usually only by two tion D. Dingle had 26 for the evening.
The topic this year is "Resolved, school records were set by the o four points.
That the
nations of Scots as they registered their best
Fifth spurted with 1:30 left and STANDINGS AS OF TUESDAY
the world should form an economic performance of the season.
"A" Division
was able to stay out of reach the
community."
Both relay teams set school
L
Team
Pet.
W
Four debaters will go to Kent marks with the 400 medley team rest of the way. Seconds offense, Seventh
1
4
.800
2
.713
5
State tomorrow for a tournament 4:00.0. Al Harley, who won the 50 Marty Manning who tallied 29, Fifth
couldn't
match
the
quite
competent
Sixth
.667
2
4
there!
and 100 yard freestyles, set a new
3
.572
4
Delts though both teams performed Third '
1
Second
5
.165
below par.
1
Fourth
5
.165
Fifth playing another lax game,
"B" Division
this with Fourth before the semesL
Team
W
Pet.
ter recess, squeezed out a 40-3- 9 win Phi Delt
o
1.000
5
as John Mayfield gunned in 18 Rabbi
.857
6
l
Kappa
3
.600
2
markers for Fourth.
1
Beta
.200
4
Before exam week, the resur Sig
1
.200
4
220 EAST LIBERTY STREET
gent team was Sixth, which Eighth
1
.125
6
Your Paperback Book Store
knocked off the Delts and Third in
Results
one week only to lose to Seventh
NEW YORK TIMES HEADQUARTERS
Beta 50, Eighth 31
1

1,

ll

free-style- s.

0

non-Communi-

st

.
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UNIVERSITY
OF
WISCONSIN
-

Wayne County Book Store

33-3-

'In the United States,

and indeed the
world, few universities rank as educational institutions of outstanding achievement and influence. The University of
Wisconsin is one of these."

advance your credit standing at one of the most
distinguished universities in the United States
choose from among 8 sessions, 60 institutes, and
600 courses in 80 departments
combine lakeshore living with a full range of aca-- .
demic offerings and leisure-tim- e
learning activities
Dean L. H. Adolfson, Extension Building, Madison 6,
Wisconsin: I am interested in the 1963 summer program at Madison, so
Please send me your 1963 bulletins on summer
study, including course catalogs and guides to student services and accommodations.
I can't come to the campus this summer, so please
send me your catalog describing Wisconsin's
famous correspondence instruction program with
e
more than 400
courses in 50 fields
of study.
Please send me any special information on offerings in:

263-188-

6

Sixth 35, Third 25
Sig 19, Kappa 17
Phi Delt 52, Rabbi 31
Sixth 41, Fifth 31
Third 62, Second 35
Fifth 40, Fourth 39
Seventh 33, Sixth 30
Rabbi 48, Sig 25
Kappa 37, Eighth 23
Second 48, Fourth 45
Fifth 44, Third 40
Rabbi 37, Beta 34
Phi Delt 46, Eighth 26
Fifth 45, Second 41
Two overtimes

0.

In the B Division, the Phi Delts
have moved out in front of the
Rabbis as they downed the Oat
:
With the season a
Juniors
little more than half way over, it
would seem that the battle for first
will remain between these two
52-31-

off on Our Entire
Doubleday Dolphin Stock
J5

Friday, Feb. 8 and Saturday, Feb. 9
Rousseau
Goya

teams though Kappa has only lost
two games.
Jim Schaeffer continued to pace
all Kenarden League scorers as he

Velasquez
Raphael

'

Pinturicchio

20

Plan

off on All Hard Bound Books

The Complete Works of Shakespeare
Illustrated by Rockwell Kent
Garden City Books

$6.95

a Dinner Date Now for the

WINTER CARNIVAL WEEKEND

Special Carnival Dinner
Friday Night, February 15

.

learn-at-hom-

Phone

OIL PAINTINGS by Robert Kieffer

Now on Display
1

963 SUMMER SESSIONS

THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
at Madison on Lake Mendota

Wooster's Most Complete Bookstore

YOUR CHOICE
ALL

OF THE MENU

COMPLETE

DINNERS

$2.75

COME Dressed in Your Winter Sports Clothes!

The Treasure House of Books
A Prize to the Student

and Their Date Wearing

the Most Attractive Sweater
TWO DINNERS FREE

Friday, February 8, 1963
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WARM DM
.
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L
average. Bite bob
Hartshorn
is
right
behind
in sixth position with
Erupting in a late second-hal- f 185
with
rebounds for the same averflourish, Wooster rode be- age.
JIM TOEDTMAN
hind a
Bill Gribble
Minton is listed 11th with a 10.3
96-85
outburst to a
win over average on 165 rebounds.
As a team, the Scots are the
Kenyon Tuesday.
Now that management and the various organized labor factions
The win moved the Scot rec- ninth best team in the OC in field
of the Wooster Voice have come to terms and are printing again,
goal shooting with a 39.2 per cent,
8-maybe the Cleveland papers will follow our example. The one sad ord up to 7 for the season and sixth in free throw accuracy
result of such a long layoff is the abundance of material that piles and served as due reward for
up. Consequently, the following is another conglomeration of STUFF: two tightly-fougOhio Con-

by Dave Hamilton

13-poi-

D--

1

I

.....

Sharks

nt

The theme of colors will be developed in each routine through
colorful costumes, backdrops,
colored lights, and appropriate

Severance Gym also has a curious background. In 1913, it was ference losses suffered by the
the finest physical educational facility in the state. Today it is Ohio's Scots in recent weeks.

music.

6

15-tea-

run of Severance for one day.
scholar of Shreve,
Charlie Ritter contributing editor-turnehas suggested a link between football and Shakespeare and is planning an Independent Study project on the topic. He will use as his
evidence the following quotations: "Let him not pass, but kill him
rather." Othello; "Tis sport to maul the runner." Anthony and
Cleopatra; and "We must have bloody noses and cracked crowns."
Henry IV.
d

My private wire service produced the names of fellows chosen
All Star football team." The coaches asto Cleveland's "Straight-Their names and
sure me they are checking on these student-athletehigh schools are: Ends, Fuller (Brush), Flunkin (Latin) Tackles:
Attaint (Hay), Bumpee (Rhodes) Guards: Drugsat (Marshall), Ninth-an- d
(Euclid) Center: Bardov (Avon) Quarterback: Wrick (Shaw)
Halfbacks: Neare (East), Phar (West) Fullback: Wuthering (Heights)
A

s.

Second Team Ends: Holdemat (Bay), Shimmy (Shaker) Tackles: Bottled (Chanel), Weaksyde (Strongsville) Guards: Kordjul
(Benedictine), Deepe (South) Center: Shudstoodin (Bedford) Quarterback: Dodgerless (Brooklyn) Halfbacks: Klassicar (Lincoln),
Auldman (River) Fullback: Oppand (Adams)
The latest word on former Wittenberg basketball coach Ray Mears
is that he is making satisfactory progress and is expected to be released from the hospital very soon. Mears took the reins as head
basketball coach at the University of Tenneessee last spring. An extremely intense person, Mears overworked and suffered a nervous
breakdown just before the start of basketball season. After a brief
respite, Mears coached the Volunteers through their first few games
then voluntarily quit for the season during a road trip to Arizona.
Confusion resulted last Saturday night during the Akron basketball contest, when both official scorers missed a successful free throw
attempt by Akron guard Wyatt Webb. At the halftime intermission
the scorers and officials conferred and decided to award the missing
point to the Zips. The decision was based on the "testimony" of statiss
who conticians from both schools and the numerous
tributed their two cents worth during the hectic moments.
quasi-official-

As a result of the decision, Wooster began the
although
and resumed play trailing 35-3mission trailing 34-3the
been
shot during
stop.
not a basket had
One of the best wrestling 'matches in Ohio was held last week
College. The Yellow Jackets enterat Berea and Baldwin-Wallac- e
tained defending Ohio Conference champion Hiram and had a 12-- 9
lead going into the final contest of the evening, the heavyweight
match.
Leroy
In this clash, Hiram's 212 lb. Bill Pierce faced 350-lb- .
Sprague (a former classmate of mine) and soundly downed the heavy
heavyweight, last year's OC champion, 10-4- . Pierce's herculean effort
tied the overall match, 12-1half-tim- e

inter-

2,

2,

0,

9,

9

3-1-

by- David Allen

m

loop.
Wooster suffered losses to Wit- tenVrg, 72-5and Akron, 83-6on recent Saturdays. The league-leadin- g
Tigers, who visited Akron
Wednesday in an OC showdown,
were ranked number one small
college basketball team in the nation by UPI, and Akron rated 7th
place on the same poll.
Opponents Too Tall
In both games, the Scots stayed
with their taller opponents until
the late stages of the game before
falling behind for good.
Tuesday's fray was just the opposite, though, as Kenyon (2-- in
OC play and
overall) stayed
with the taller Scots until freshman star Gribble came alive with
13 straight points in a three-minut- e
stretch that gave Wooster the lead
and the game.
Reggie Minton was the Wooster
scoring leader with 26, and Gribble
hit 23.
Eighth in Scoring
"Gribbs" is eighth in OC scoring
standings with a 16.2 average in
13 games, throwing in 48.8 of his
field attempts and 79.6 of his free
throw tries.
The former mark is third in
the loop behind Wittenberg's Al
Thrasher and Capital's John Beach.
At the foul line, only Wittenberg's
Bill Fisher and Capital's Dave
Mumau are better than the Wooster ace.
Minton moved up to 12th in
OC scorers with 14.1 average, and
sophomore Dave Guildin stands
16th with a 13.2 scoring mark.
Goldin leads Wooster rebou'nd-er- s
and is fifth in the OC with
186 grabs in 16 games for a 11.6
1

is

.C !
i.
aa rni-,.3 W Col- l LOUll vi laoi
ling action the Scots held a
recoru. Alter dropping ine season
opener to Kenyon by one point,
J-i-

STIR EVER

Wooster defeated Otterbein and
tied Akron.
Visiting Otterbein was held to
only 3 points as the Scot grapplers
fought to a 27-- 3 victory. Sopho- WEDNESDAY RESULT
Hiram 18, Wooster 6

8

5--

A

THOROUGHLY BATTERED, AND THEN

;

130-Woo-

ster,

147-Ak- ron,

157

Gordon (W) draw

177-Ak- ron,

UNL-Woo- ster,

Keglers Deadlock;
Barr's Game High

2

Total Team Score: W. 27, O. 3

Saturday the Akron Zips met a
Wooster squad and battled
3
tie. The Scots' hopes
to a
lay in the final match as Phil Cot4-- 3
determan won a hard-fougcision.
Jim Gordon and freshman Rick
Snouffer both wrestled to draws.
Walt Manger, also a freshman, refused to give up his match. An
Akron pin in this match would
fired-u- p

13-1-

ht

Ship'n Shore
embroidered
blouse decor:
a spray of

Freedlander's
Young Modern's Shop

m

roses
$3.95

FV

An Editorial from the Life Insurance Courant a leading Trade Journal

All Alike?
"Somehow the impression has got about that life insurance companies are all about alike, and that the
prospect should be carefully steered away from that
obnoxious subject, 'net cost.' The important thing for
him is getting the amount of insurance he needs, not
shopping around for the cheapest policy.

WOOSTER LUMBER

"Of course the most important thing is getting the insurance he needs. But the difference in cost between
two companies may be as much as a seventh of the face
amount during the first 20 years alone say $1,400
on a $10,000 policy. Most people find it hard enough
to own anywhere nearly as much insurance as they
need, even without the doubtful luxury of unnecessarily
high costs.

ON SALE:

LP.

CLASSICAL AND

RECORDS,
SEMI-CLASSIC-

AL

So refined, from neat notched sleeves to
French-lincollar. 65 Dacron polyester and
Fresh white. 30 to 38.
35 cotton: easy-care- .

$1.98

e

RICHMOND SERIES

Sportswear Dept.

Second Floor

The College Book Store
Use Our COLLEGE OF WOOSTER STATIONERY

IVORLD-VID- E

Good Merchandise

By LAND
HOTELS

SEA
RESORTS

200 West Liberty Street

high-pressur-

Our Business and Pleasure Since 1879

HE CULL HJQES
AIR

HIT

TOURS

ALL!
CRUISES

Domestic and Foreign
Phones
3-40-

70

Authorized College Travel Agents

"When a prospect asks 'How much will it cost?' the
question can often be evaded by saying, 'I can't tell
you until you tell me how long you are going to live.'
This changes the subject neatly and is quite proper at
a certain stage in the selling process.
"But the life insurance agent is the publicity man of life
insurance. What kind of publicity job is he doing if he
a prospect into paying a seventh more
than he needs to pay for his protection?"

vDuvvam dvvva!

P. S.: When you write home, make it official!

m

Men Also Swim

Yung, decision
A special number
Wilfong .decision
Cotterman, decision show will be men's
Total Team Score: Woster 13, Akron 13
a sailor
167-Ak- ron,

BEAT WITH VIGAH!

NEW

ers

UNL-Woos- ter,

TEAM,

v

co-manag-

in the annual
swimming in
routine.
Another
highlight
The next scheduled home meet
more Bill Balloon and freshman
is Senior Judy Mack's solo with a
Dave Burkett both won on pins, will he Saturday, Feb. 16, as Chinese theme
featuring the color
Warren Welch, a freshman, out- Oberlin visits Wooster.
orange.
rode his opponent to gain a close
9-Senior members of Sharks are
decision, and Sophomore Don
Gretchen
Smith, Rita Schontz and
Van Hoose and captain Jim GorJudy Mack.
don also wrestled to decisions.
Wooster's scoring finished as
Nancy Bourns, Jean Bowman,
freshman Phil Cotterman won a
At the half-wa- y
mark in the Sharon Yoder, Sue Brunk and
decision in the UNL weight WRA bowling season Peanuts, Mary Hartley are juniors who are
division.
Frosh and Sphinx lead the league in Sharks.
with identical 4-- 1 records.
Wooster vs. Otterbein
Sophomore Sharks include Jennv
Last Friday saw the Sphinx
Wt. Winner Wrestler Match
123 Wooster, Snouffer, forfeit
notch victory number four while Dodds, Mady Miller, Marty Home,
130 Wooster, Balloon, pin
the Peanuts fell before a strong rioily frost, Marge Allen, Sue Ad137 Wooster, Burkett, pin
Pyramid team led by the high scor- ams and Vicki Fisher.
147 Wooster, Welch, decision
ing of Ann Barr. Ann led all other
Freshman members are Pat
157 Wooster, Gordon, decision
167 Wooster, Van Hoose, decision
bowlers with 158. The Frosh and Finefrock. Marcia Tuttle. Karen
177 Otterbein, Wacker, decision
Trumps both forfeited.
Kingseed and Betsy Aukerman.
Cotterman, decision

)

V

I

Piero (A)

'

SO GENTLY UNTIL

-1

1

a

The people in each number plan
have heen thew margin
of
defeat
their
for
Jl
VXVfc VI
own costumes, including
O
T)nn Van
WoOStPT.
nlcr colored suits, hats and extensive
auu
"
fought a hard match even though additional costuming.
ucuiaiuu.
""rr111
Under the direction of
Wooster vs. Akron
Nancy Bourns and Sue AdWt. Winner Wrtstlar Match
ams, Sharks will present routines
12- 3Snouffer (W) draw
ranging from solos to groups of
Schwartz (A)
eight, with the exception of the
Balloon, decision
137 Wooster, Burkett, decision
Overture and Finale which include
Daily, decision
the entire club.
T-Tnnca

--

X

long-steBALDWIN-WALLAC- E

T-

U

o

1-1-

Scot Menu for the Day:
TAKE ONE

,

.

2.

fa
I

Perform

Kaleidoscope Revue

ht

Wooster faces Baldwin-Wallac- e
oldest complete gym still used for intercollegiate competition. In
the early days, women held their gym classes in dormitory attics on the Berea court Saturday with
and were understandably jealous of the men. Women were not al- a 6-- Ohio Conference record, good
tie in the
lowed into the gym until Thanksgiving vacation when they had free for a sixth-plac- e

XJ

..i 65.3 percent of their shots
with
making the rim.
Wooster has put on the third-bes- t
To
offensive show in the conference this season, scoring 70.7
points per game, behind Baldwin-Wallac- e
and Akron averages.
"Kaleidoscope," a water ballet
Scot defensive weaknesses show
show based on a color theme, will
up as they are not listed among be
presented by Sharks on March
the top 10 in defensive average.
6, 7, 8, 9, in Severance Gym pool.

3-40-

06

es

"The low net cost record of Northwestern Mutual life insurance merits your
consideration.
This unparalleled record is not just for one year, but
covers a period of more than half a century."

Before Signing Any Application, Call

DALE N. SHUTT
151 East Liberty Street

Phone

263-582- 6
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WATERLOO OR PANTY RAID?

WoosJeite "Wish They Were There'
by Will Johnson
What day in history would you
relive if you had the opportunity?
Think a minute and then read
what a sampling of students and
professors answered when asked
this question recently.

John Pierson, freshman:
"I would like to relive the day
before

Christ was crucified to

judge for myself if He really had
divine power, or whether He was
simply a man with mortal limitations."
i
Mr. Raymond McCall, English
Department:
"My choice is May 16, 1763,
when James Boswell first met
Samuel Johnson in a London bookstore. My purpose is to compare
their conversation to the one given

Mrs. Wishart
Funeral services last Friday
closed an era at the college which
began in 1919 when Dr. Charles F.
Wishart, long known to students
as "Prexy" became president of
Wooster.
The death of Mrs. Wishart, born
Josephine Long, came Jan. 29, less
than three years after Dr. Wishart
died.
A graduate of Philadelphia's
Drexel Institute, Mrs. Wishart was
married in 1904. At Wooster she
was a member of the College's Women's Advisory Board.
Mrs. Wishart, for whom the Art
Museum in Galpin was named, was
the mother of a son and two
daughters.
She was 80 years old last June.
Mr. Curt N. Taylor, secretary
to Ur .Lowry and previously to
Dr. Wishart, remarked, "She presided over the president's home
and all the social duties involved
with authority and dignified charm.
There was a deep love for the
College back of everything she

did."

by Boswell in The Life of Samuel tions which landslided Europe inJohnson'
to the World War."
Paul Kendall, junior:
Teresa Richard, freshman:
"I would want to relive the day
"I would have liked to spent a
of the Battle of Waterloo to see day in Rome when Nero reigned
what kind of sandwich Napoleon to see if he really sang as poorly
held under his coat"
as Dr. Calhoun said in Western
Gv. class."
Dick Doerr, sophomore:
I want to relive the day of the Mr. James
Norton, Religion Dept.:
great Wooster panty raid of 1962
"My choice is the dav in 1555
because I missed it"
when Thomas Cranmer was burned
Mady Miller, sophomore:
in Oxford, England. In Cranmer's
"I would also like to relive the death one saw not only the reli
great Wooster panty raid of 1962 gious intensity of the stakes in
to see how much more successful volved, but also the conflict within
it would have been with Dick Cranmer himself, who died holding
Doerr present."
his right hand which signed his
Mr. Robert Walcott, History Dept.: recantation."
My day occurred in 1588 when Barbara Croyle, senior:
the Spanish Armada was defeated.
"I would like to have lived the
This was the glorious spot of the day when the Parthenon was unLhzabethan Ace which also in veiled (assuming to be a good
cluded the famous Shakespeare. friend of Phidias) and to have
Drake and Raleigh."
gone to the party that night."
Madge Langer, freshman:
"I would like to relive a typical
Wooster day 100 years ago and
POSTER PAPER
see if the seven deadly sins were
POSTER BOARD
the same then as they are now."
Roger Fink, junior:
CARDBOARD
"I would liked to have been present the day Babe Ruth called his
MARKERS
shot in Chicago during the World
Series by pointing to the fence
CREPE PAPER
where he would hit the next pitch
for a home run. This was the
TEMPERA COLORS
greatest moment in sports."
Dave Mortensen, junior:
"My choice would be June 28,
28, 1914, the outbreak of the First
World War, because of the extremely interesting communica- Book

Committee To Review Union Plans

non-stude-

on the square

NEW
IN THE

FEBRUARY

ATLANTIC?

nt

all-camp-

"How Not to Taach Teachers": Tht
training of American teachers is "unwieldy,
bureaucratic . . .
failure," says James D. Koerner in
this Incisive, critical analysis.
slow-witte- d,

us

ALSO

v

g

J.

B. Priestly : Reminiscences about

the author's service in World War I
"Lampedusa In Sicily": An Atlantic
Extra by Archibald Colquhoun

The One Stop
Coin Operated
Laundry

Popular Mohair

Archibald MacLelth : On hatred
ited In racial conflicts

Sweater Kits

W. D.

Snodgrass:

A

William Peeples

HOUSE OF RHODES
105 W. Pine St.
263-278-

JUST A STEP

1

OFF

new poem

The pursuit of excellence is the everyday
Job of the Atlantic's
editors be it In fiction or fact, poetry
or prose. In
numbers,
those In pursuit of
academic excellence
find in the Atlantic a
challenging, entertaining and enlightening companion.
Get your copy today.
ever-Increasi-

Phone
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CAMPUS

W erners is new, clean, com-

plete, and open 24 hours
a day.

Bnxuim fjewel&il
WATCHES

WERNER'S

DIAMONDS

Repairing

Duds in Suds
245

348 East Liberty St.

JEWELRY

Engraving

E. Liberty St.

Wooster, Ohio

Phone AN

Ample Parking in Rear

2-67-

81

DICK MORRISON
DARDER SHOP
PUBLIC SQUARE

WOOSTER, OHIO

"We Solicit Your Patronage"

Phone AN

2-49-

74

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: FRANK KIRK
Illinois Bell's Joliet Accounting Office prepares
370000
SS!0I??cbills 3 month' And Results Supervisor Frank
Kirk (B.S., 1960) makes sure the job is done efficiently.
Before his promotion, Frank supervised 20 key
punch
operators. That responsibility was given him soon after
he completed the management training program offered
by his company.

SELECT YOUR

Frank Kirk has accomplished a lot in the two years he's

been with Illinois Bell. He's seen his ideas adopted
and
rewarded by an interested management.
Frank Kirk and other young men like him in Bell Telephone Companies throughout the country help bring the
finest communications service in the world to the
homes
and businesses of a growing America.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
from Our Complete
BLOUSES

j:'??WS"

yA&fiz&$$

Line of
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SWEATERS

JEWELRY or COLOGNE

The Beulah Becliiel Shop
"Fashions of Distinction"
Public Square
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ENJOY THE BENEFITS OF A

1
PERSONAL CHECKING ACCOUNT
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America's Most Popular Checking Account
Service is available in this area only at
WAYNE COUNTY NATIONAL BANK
Cleveland-Bea- ll
Office
Opposite Hospital
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"The Indiana Dunes and
Pressure Politics":

and up

$8.98

Here, amid soothing music,
the student can study while
his laundry is being cleaned
in any of our 20 washers,
10 dryers, or our dry cleaning machine. Everything but
the laundry can be found at
W erners, including coffee
for that study break.

Store

City

WHAT'S

The College Union Planning draw up plans for a new Student
Committee has been formed at Union BuUding.
President Lowry's request
The present committee, headed
This group will consist of three by Chuck Osicka, has arranged for
members of the present Student game tables to be available in the
Union Committee, five other stu- lower TUB from Friday afternoon
until Tuesday afternoon each
dents, and five
repre- week.
sentatives: two from. the faculty,
Other matters being studied by
two from the administration, and
the group are "breakfast specials"
one from Food Service.
for late risers, individual lighting
With the help of a special con- for TUB booths, and an
sultant, the new committee will ping-pontournament.

'

'

I

on
SALE
NOW

